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Abstract. Taking the start from an earlier result on the abso-

lute harmonic summability factors due to S. N. Lai, we obtain in

this paper suitable factors {«„} so that the series 2ja„e„ may be

summable \N, pn\, whenever the series X,an is summable \C, 11.

1. Let {Sn} denote the wth partial sum of the series 22a„. Let

{pn} be a sequence of real numbers and let us write

Pn   =   p0 + Pl + p2+   ■   ■   ■   + Pn,      P-l   =   P-l  =   0.

The sequence to sequence transformation,

1       n 1       n

(1.1) tn  =  — X pn^S,   =  — Z Pn-^h (Pn  9*  0),
-* 71 y=0 -* Ti y=0

defines the sequence {tn} of Norlund means of the sequence {Sn},

generated by the sequence of coefficients {pn}■

The series /An is said to be absolutely summable (N, pn), or

summable | N, pn\, if the sequence {/„} is of bounded variation [6],

that is,

Z)   I  ̂    ~   <»-! |     <    00 .
n

In the special case in which pn=l/(n + l), the summability | N, p„\

is the same as absolute harmonic summability.

Also, when

(n + a - 1 \             r(» + a)
(1-2) pn = ( ) =-—        (a ^ 0),
y y     \ a- i   I     r(»+i)r(a)

the Norlund mean reduces to the familiar (C, a) mean. Thus the sum-

mability | N, pn\, when pn is given by (1.2) is the same as the summa-

bility | C, a\.

2. Throughout the present paper we write

n

B„  =   2^1 va*> Ax„  =  Xn — Xn+1,
v=l
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and C to denote an absolute constant not necessarily the same at each

occurrence.

3. In a paper in this journal Lai [4] established the following

Theorem A. If Bn = 0(n), then the series ^Za„ log(n + l)\n/n,

where {Xn} is a convex sequence, such that ^w_1X„ is convergent, is

absolutely harmonic summable.

With the help of this theorem Lai obtained a result on absolute

harmonic summability factors of Fourier series (see [4]). These re-

sults were extended by several workers such as Bhatt [2], Mohapatra,

Das and Srivastava [8], Mehrotra [7], Ahmad [l], and others.

In this paper we establish the following absolute summability fac-

tor theorem, which when combined with a known result yields a result

more general than Theorem A (see §6, Theorem 2).

Theorem 1. Let po>0 and p„ be a nonnegative and nonincreasing

sequence. If a series ^Zan is summable \ C, 11 , and a sequence {«„} is such

that,

(3.1) nen = 0(Pn),

and

(3.2) nAtn = 0(1),

05 w—>oo, then the series ^Zanen is summable \ N, pn\.

It is interesting to note that the following form of a result due to

Kogbetliantz1 [3] follows as a corollary of our theorem.

Corollary. // a series zZan is summable \C, 11, then the series

^Zanen is summable \C, B\  (0<BS1),

•where

e„ = l/(n + iy-t>.

4. We require the following lemma to establish our theorem.

Lemma [l]. If p0>0 and pn is a nonnegative and nonincreasing

sequence, then for v^l

(4.1) J^'-J*^-?
7i=i*   Pfiin-1 ^

(4.2) ± PniPn ~ Pn~v) S C,

n=-v -* n-*n—1

1 In 1952 Peyerimhoff [9], gave a simpler proof of Kogbetliantz's result.
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(4.3) ±\**~*\*1 + 1,
B—r Pn—1 P> v

and

(44) ±  <£^>sc
77=P -*1—1

5. Proof of the theorem. Let rn denote the nth Norlund mean

of the series Xa„en. Then by definition,

1      Ti v In

r„  = — 2J Pn~> Z a^f   —  ~2J Pn-ya,t„
Pn c=0 /j=0 -*n v=0

so that

1
Tn  ~ T»_l  =- 2Li iPnpn-w ~  P»_,#»)e,<J,

PnPn—1 »=1

= —^— Z (Pn  ~   Pn-,)*,a,
PnPn-l v=l

1
H-Z (#n-i' — pn)i«a,

Pn—1 v—1

= —^— 2 A J(Fn - P_) —1 5,
PiFi-i Zl      I * J

+ -^-j(P»-P.)-'U

1    "~1      i * )
+ - E A, < (#«_  -  pn) —> B,

Pn-l v-l \ V)

-— iiPo-   Pn)-\Bn
Pn-i i n)

= -^— t, *> \(P» -   Pn-') ~\ P>
PnPn-l Zi X V)

+ - £ A A ipn-v ~ Pn) — \ B„
Pn-l v-l i V )

and therefore
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| rn - r„_i|    S -~~ E I A,{(Pn " Pn-,) -\\\B.\
PnPn-l —1   I 1 V )   |

+ — E \AA(Pn-,-Pn)-\\\B,\.
Pn-l p-l  I 1 V )   I

Thus to establish the theorem we have to show that

(5.1) Si = JZ -^— JZ I A,{(Pn - Pn-,)-}  I S,|   < *,
n-l   PnPn-l p-l    11 J* /

and

(5.2) S2 = £ -— JZ I ̂  |(p„_, - Pn) — \   \B,\   < oo.
„_1   Pn-1 ?=1    I 1 V /

Before proceeding to the proof of (5.1) and (5.2), we observe that,

under the hypothesis (3.1) of our theorem e„ = 0(P»/w) = 0(l), as

m—>co since Pn/n is monotonic nonincreasing [S]. We now have

sx = o(i) ± -£- E (*. - *«) I ..I -^
„=1   P„P„-1 „=1 P2

+ 0(1) E "T^- E (^ - P~) I Ae,|  -l^L
„_i P„P„-i ,=i (v + 1)

+ o(o£-£-±*„i*w|.J£L
„=1   _r„^n-l ,=i (l> -+- lj

+o(i)iMMi:^^
»— 1 •* n=? PnPn-l

+ 0(1) £.  i^LL?lL V   J>n(Pn  -   Pn-,)
Zi (»+l) *Z PnPn-l

+ o(i) E ^ l*'l e *-*-*
zi   (*+1)   £ p„p„_i

»-i     »» ,»i     ^

■ omt Ml*L+om£'l^li*l
r-l P2 ,=.1 V2

»-i      v2

= 0(1)
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by (4.1), (4.2) of the lemma and under the hypotheses of the theorem

(since the series Zai >s summable \C, l| ,  ZI^M /w2< °°)- Again,

°°      1      " I -B I
s2 = o(i) Z —— Z (#»-» - pn) 14.1 -L—1

i-l    ^n-1 r-1 I'"

+ 0(D  Z   ~ Z (Pn-,  ~ Pn) |   A«, |    y^-
»=1   P„_i „=i (y   +   1)

«       1      i                                         I _gF I

+ 0(1) Z —— Z  I A„^„_„_i I   I e„+i |-—-
1=1   i i-l v-l {»   +    1)

= o(i) Z ^ ^ z (^n"' ~ pn)
v=l " n-y Pn-l

+ o(DZ |A^I|B'1 £<*--*>
v=i       (c + 1)      „=,        F„_i

+ o(i)£l^l|l*l£>*~l1
„_i    (v +1)   „_„     p„_i

00      I *  I   I  7?   I »     I A*  I   I  R  I-—, tu JL7v _-, i-lCu Uv

= od) Z + od) Z 1-AJ—L

°o|c IrI °°     I ^ I  R  I

+ od)z '   '' ' +o(dz  ;','
,= 1 (V   +    1)P„ „ = 1 1/(17   +    1)

= o(i)i: '   '      ' +0(1) Z J—v—L

+oil) z v{erl[BA
Zl        V{> +   1)P,

= o(D z -V-
,=i       v2

= 0(1)

by (4.3), (4.4) of the lemma and under the hypotheses of the theorem.

Combining the estimates of Si and S2, we see that the theorem

is completely established.

6. Prasad and Bhatt [lO] established the following

Theorem B. If }X„} is a convex sequence, such that Zw_1^iI5 con-

vergent, and
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1   A    I -B, I
(6.1) — E- = O(log «)* (k 2? 0),

n ,_!      v

then the series E{10S (w + l)}_*X„0„ is summable \C, l\.

If we combine the above result with Theorem 1 we get the follow-

ing

Theorem 2. If {X„} is a convex sequence, such that ^#_1\„ is con-

vergent, and if (6.1) holds then the series E(anX„e„/{log (m + 1)}*) is

summable \ N, pn |, provided that

nen = 0(Pn),    and    »Ae„ = 0(1),

05 n—>«>.

Finally, the author expresses his warmest thanks to Dr. S. N. Lai

for his valuable guidance and helpful suggestions. Thanks are also due

to the University Grants Commission for the financial assistance.
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